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Chapter Three:

Tipu Sultan in The Sword of Tipu Sultan 
and in A History of Modern India.

Tipu Sultan was the last independent king of India to 
resist the British hegemony in India. In this chapter I focus 
on how contrary to popular perception the historian in 
A History of Modern India displays a romantic approach, 
and the novelist in The Sword of Tipu Sultan shows a realistic 
approach in depicting the Sultan. The heroism, the success, 

the worthiness of the Sultan are highlighted in the history, 
whereas the novelist narrates how the king faces both failure 

and success, and how he undergoes a lot of pains ,like a 
common man , to achieve his success . As a result, the king 
in the novel emerges out of his historical garb as one finds a 

character in day-to-day life ; and in the history the king is 
only a historical character bound to his historicity . Though 

the book The Sword of Tipu Sultan is a fiction, the novelist's 

presentation of both sides,negative and positive, of the king's 

life seems to make the novelist more comprehensive than the 
historian. In A History of Modern India the historian's 
portrayal of only one side of the king's life makes him 
biased. This seems to make his history appear unrealistic in 

terms of comprehensiveness,though it may be realistic so far 
as verifiability is concerned. This is the crux of the argument 

in this chapter.
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A History of Modern India, published in 1988, is a 
standard history-text in English by Arun Bhattacharjee. It 
is recommended for college students at the graduate level. 
To the historian the modern period in Indian history begins 
with the disintegration of the Mughal empire. In the wake 
of this disintegration the Marathaas, the Afgans, the East 
India Company fought to fill up the political gap. Out of

•4

this contention the East India Company emerged victorious. 
During this modern period Tipu Sultan stood his ground, as 
the main enemy of the aliens ,against the Company. By this 
the historian has indicated the Sultan's role in the modern 
history of India. The historian keeps this in mind when he 
attempts at a portrayal of the Sultan.

The historian, Bhattacharjee "mythifies" his history of 
the Sultan through the provision of a story and a plot. He 

provides the history with three "motifs" to turn it into a story, 
and with a plot through the protagonist's dealings with and 

attitude towards life. He writes :

Tipu Sultan was the worthy son of his worthy 

father, Haider Ali. The Sultan was the greatest hero 

of Mysore . . . Tipu Sultan was the most 

implacable enemy which the English had to face 

. . . Tipu dies in harness with the sword in his 

hand. (Bhattacharjee, p.137).

The first two sentences identify Tipu as a son, tfoe third 
sentence displays Tipu as a ruler, and the third one shows
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Tipu as a hero. Besides this identification what counts most 
is the historian's process of motification through the three 
identities. The first identity is not a simple one because 
through words like "worthy"/'greatest", the historian adds 
significance to the identity turning the simple identity into 
an inaugural motif. Similarly the second identity holds the 
reader's expectations "in abeyance", because when Tipu is 
described as the "most implacable enemy" of the English, 
the reader is supposed to be curious to know what would 
happen to the Sultan due to his antagonistic stand against 
the English. As a result of such a process the historian 
provides a "transitional motif" through the second identity 
making the reader expect something negative or positive - 

Tipus Sultan's failure or success in his resistance against the 
English. The final motif, i.e., the "terminating motif", clears 

up the suspense from the reader's mind. The third event, 
i.e., the Sultan's death "in harness" is the consequence of the 
second one. The death here is not a simple death, but "death 
in harness" signifying the consequence. In this way the 

historian through three motifs transform his history into a 

story. Moreover, in the history book it is seen that the Sultan 

met his death like a hero, but in the novel he yielded to such 
a consequence reluctantly. In other words, the way the 
Sultan died was his own choice, but death itself was not his 
choice. As to this matter ,the historian says :

Tipu was determined to get back his power ... he 

fought tooth and nail to preserve the independence 

of Mysore, (p. 137).
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The reluctance to die is implied in the paragraph, because 

death seems to in the way of his determination to fight for 
his power and for the independence of Mysore. Besides, 
something more undesirable than death was the Nizam's 
way of licking "the dust at the shoes of the 
English"(Bhatacharjee, p.137), which he could not accept in 
stead of preferring death reluctantly. This reluctant 
resignation to life makes the Sultan a tragic hero, and 
provides the historical story with a tragic plot.2

This is how like a novelist Bhattacharjee provides his 
history of Tipu Sultan with a story and a plot, and some 
characterization, and thereby like a modern historian he 
"mythifies" his history. But an analysis throws light on the 
fact that the last aspect, i.e., characterization, fails the 
historian to play the role of a modern historian,who is 
supposed to liberate history from the burden of pastness, 

because the historian seems to stick the historical character, 

Tipu Sultan, to the temporal and spacial status. The novelist, 

on the other hand, brings the Sultan out of the confinement 

of historicity without losing it . To discuss this and the 
realistic approach, first of all what the historian has to say 
regarding characterization is quoted below:

Tipu Sultan, who is called the "Tiger of Mysore", 

was the most fascinating personality of South 

India. Like his father Haider Ali he was a soldier 

of fortune . . . Tipu successfully captured
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Bednore (p.136) . . . Tipu Sultan dies in action 

defending his country . . . Tipu was beaten on 

his ground yet able to hurt. He was a great 
^ innovator . Tipu was as brave as his father and 

he carried on the war and defeated the English 

army . . . Although Tipu was constantly engaged 

in warfare he kept his state the most prosperous.

He was a successful ruler. He was sometimes 

called the first Indian nationalist and martyr for 

Independence (p.137) . . . Tipu fought to the last 

drop of his blood for the freedom of Mysore and 

dies a hero's death (p.140).

All the remarks in the paragraph point to Tipu's "fascinating 
personality", his bravery, success, heroism. Moreover, his 

constant engagement in warfare, his care to keep his state 

prosperous, his innovative mind, the epithets like "Tiger of 

Mysore", "soldier of fortune", all these magnify Tipu's 
personality . The historian has nowhere told us about the 
problems the Sultan faced to build up his personality, 
because the problems, the inner torments count much as these 

cannot be separated from any success or failure of a

personality. In other words, the internal aspects of a
------- -------- ----- -

personality are neglected. Again, whatever has been 
remarked by the historian regarding the Sultan constitutes 
the successful sides of the Sultan indicating the idea that 
the Sultan has done no wrong, and his path to success is 
without any hurdles. It shows that the historian is fascinated 
by the glamourous side of the Sultan ,and the wonders of the
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Sultan's life. This is a romantic approach of the historian. 
Against such lopsided characterization the novelist's 
approach is analysed below.

The novel, The Sword of Tipu Sultan, by Bhagwan S. 
Gidwani , was published in 1976, and by 1989 it went into 
twelve reprints. It became a best-seller in India, and it was 
televised as a serial, which became very popular. The 
novelist weaves a tale of co^isplracy_andJreachery through 
the portrayal of the Sultan's multi-faceted personality.

To Bhattacharjee Tipu was "a very religious prince 
(p.138) and he"got education required of a Muslim prince" 
(p.137). Gidwani picks up the events associated with the 
Sultan's education through which he tries to portray his 
personality, and more importantly it seems that Gidwani 
makes this education as the pivot around which he finds the 
Sultan's public life and private life. On the other hand, 
what counts most in the history is that the education is 
confined to two things, religiousity and kingship. The 
education is here for a muslim /who is a prince. But Gidwani 
liberates the Sultan from such confinement by pointing out 
the secular status of the Sultan's education: the Sultan is 
provided teachings both on Islam and Hinduism by Maulavi 
Obedullah and Goberdhan Pandit respectively. The need 
for such a secular base is justified when the novelist says 
through Haider Ali:

There always will be more Hindus in his land than

Muslims ... To be in the Lord's service would
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mean serving both of them and perhaps people of 

all religions.3

To be in the Lord's service does not point to any religion, 
and to serve people of all religion is to serve man in general, 
but neither any Muslim nor any Hindu in particular. Further, 
while narrating Tipu's birth ,Gidwani refers to an episode 
involving a Muslim devotee of Arcot named Tipu after whom 
the Sultan is named. Bhattacharjee has made no reference to 
this naming or to the muslim devotee. Though my thesis is 
not about historical fidelity,for the sake of clarity I have 
made a reference to the historian , G.S.Chhabra regarding 
the muslim devotee. Chhabra’s words are quoted below:

Named after a muslim devotee of Arcot for whom 

his father, Haider Ali, had a special veneration,

Tipu was born.4

Gidwani's novel presents both Tipu Master Qulia, the saint, 

and his son belonging to neither any religion nor any caste. 
This indicates the novelist's liberation of the protagonist from 

any particular religion, and thereby implying the point that 

the Sultan is a prince, not a muslim or religious prince . Of 
course the historian Bhattacharjee discusses the Sultan's 

tolerance towards the Hindus. First of all, he refers to the 
English historians' remarks against the Sultan as a "fierce 
fanatic and ignorant Mohammedan" (Bhattacharjee,p.l38), 
and then he refutes these remarks by quoting the historian, 
N.K.Sinha as follows:



The intolerance of Tipu Sultan has been very much 

exaggerated. The Sringeri letters of Tipu Sultan 

show that Tipu carried on a corresponence with 

Jagadguru Sri Sankarcharya in a spirit that we can 

associate only with a very religious prince. 

(Bhattacharjee, p. 138).

But the quote indicates the historian's confinement of the 
Sultan's tolerance towards Hindus only, whereas Gidwani 
discovers this tolerance at a broader level, because the Sultan 
in the novel is portrayed as a prince tolerant towards man 
irrespective of any religion, caste or colour, and towards the 

very life itself, human and animal. This is what the novelist 

shows when Tipu is being trained to be a holy man for peace, 
and simultaneously taught the lessons of warfare to tackle 
"the blood and bustle of the battle". When asked by his 
martial tutor, Ghazi Khan, to shoot at a bird, Tipu refuses 
to shoot at a "living target" (Gidwani, p.93).

To both the historian and the novelist the Sultan is a 
"worthy son". But their approaches to the character differ. 
The psychological traumas and dilemmas behind the 

worthiness narrated in the novel evoke a sense of pity. When 

we feel pity for somebody, a kind of emotional rapport 

between us and the person is established, because our pity 
draws our attention towards the person's activities, his or 
her weal and woe. As a result of this we feel very near to 
the person. This holds good in the case of the readers and 
the Sultan. The sense of pity brings the readers near the
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Sultan. The simple record of worthiness in the history 
creates a sense of wonder and awe that evokes in turn a sense 
of remoteness. A man for whom we pity or with whom we 
sympathize is a man near to us, whereas a man whom we 
look on in awe is above the average level of humanity ,and 
hence distant from us. The novelist through such a process 
of approximation attempts to show the Sultan more as a 
human being than as a king. He traces Tipu's worthiness to 
the sacrifice of a son , to the end of a father's dilemma but 
not that of a son's. To discuss Haider Ali's dilemma is 
worth mentioning because his dilemma generates his son's . 
On their visit to the holy man, Tipu Master Qualia's son, 
both Haider and his wife offer their first prince born to the 
service of God, for which the Sultan is named after Tipu. 
Haider is initially prepared to sacrifice the Sultan for the 
service of humanity, not to mdke him "the greatest hero" of 

Mysore. He expresses this intention when he says on hearing 

about the Sultan's refusal to shoot at a "living target":

n

My life shall be more than satisfied if he achieves 

nobility of the soul . . . Well, let the birds live.

Man was not created to destroy . . . (pp. 92-93).

But this noble wish of the father is shaken off when his 
youngest son, Karim, turns out to be a moron^uifermg from 

"trembling fits". Haider feels humiliated that a common 
peasant could be a father of many healthy children, but he 
being a king is cursed with a deformed son. He grumbles 
and thinks that God is cruel ,as in place of his offer of the
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eldest son to His service he is punished under the curse of a 
mentally retarded son. Therefore, he breaks his promise and 
decides to take back Tipu from God's service and puts him 
into warfare. Also, he says :

I offered my eldest child to you, God, but you 

have rejected me and my offering. So be it. I shall 

still go your way andnot offend you, but I take 

back my Tipu into my service (p.100).

Gidwani ends the father's dilemma with the broken promise 
and the new decision, but with this he generaf^the^eldest 
son's dilemma between sevice to God and service to his 

father. To service to God he is pulled by his education, and

to service to father, by his filial duty. Tipu is torn between
_______________■______ _____

his desires for a spiritual life ,and the forces of war imposed 

by a father's will. Before proving himself to be "a worthy 
son" through his obedience to the father, Tipu undergoes a 
lot of conflicting emotions. A worthy but mentally tortured 
son in the novel, and simply a worthy son in the history 
mark a difference between the two stories, novelistic and 

historical. The difference is at the level of inferiority . It 

points to the mental conflicts of a worthy son in contrast with 

the simple statement with the adjective, "worthy", by the 
historian about a son . This inferiority again reflects a 
realistic condition that presents the Sultan in the light of a 
common man's condition, lending a touch of realism to 
Gidwani's novel, and the absence of inferiority makes 

Bhattacherjee's history look like a record of facts, bound to



historicity. It does not mean that "historicity" is in contrast 
with "realism". What realism means here is a kind of analysis 
that generates some sort of credibility ,needed for a particular 
situation involving psychological transformations ,as it is in 
the case of the Sultan analysed in the following paragraph. 
What is meant by historicity here is a matter of time and 
space ,which too builds up a sense of credibility regarding a 
character, specially a historical one.

If one is trained for the first fifteen formative years of 
life in one line, and then forced into quite a different one, 
there will be mental disturbance due to the adjustment 
required for the new way of^ife^For the first fifteen years 

of his life Tipu is given lessons on spirituality, the oneness 
of God ; he is taught to respect life, but not to destroy it. 
Even a "wounded sparrow" makes him weep, and its survival 
fills him with joy. But at the age of fifteen he is sent to kill 
man in the battlefield. This puts him into a situation of 
conflict due to the clash between his education and action, 
and due to the clash between the son in the Sultan ,and the 

father. The conflict indicates the influence of education, a 

personal aspect, on the action in the battlefield, a public 
aspect. In other words, the novelist makes an attempt to 
portray the Sultan as any ordinary son/ putting the historical 
character in the world of humanity in contrast with the 
historian's emphasis on the Sultan's worthiness in a simple, 
one-sided manner :

Tipu Sultan was the worthy son of his worthy

father, Haider Ali. . . (Bhattaeharjee, p,137).
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The Sultan's suffering like any son in the common way of ^ 

human life is a neglected part in the history making the 
history look lessfrealistic since the exposure of the inner 
being of a person is absent in the history book. The following 
lines in the novel however show the inner turmoils of the 
Sultan:

In the beginning the horror of the battle and the 

merciless murder . . . had revolted him. How 

could he take a life and extinguish the spark with 

which God had sanctified every human being ?

... He had pleaded with his father to release 

him from his service. His eyes were lowered but 

he was unafraid when his father had threatened 

him. He would renounce war, he had said and 

neither threats nor the lash would break his 

resolve. But he had submitted, finally to his 

father's tears (Gidwani, pp.106-107).

The conflict between compassion and compulsion rakes the 

Sultan's mind, because it is a kind of battle in the mind that 
Tipu is to fight without any weapons of war. It is a battle 
neither recorded through any historical data nor fought in 

any place recorded in history. It is some thing unverifiable. 

The compassion for the^spark^ofJJifi_j5_±he influence of 
education, and the compulsion is the result of the imposition 
of a paternal will. The ultimate submission to the father's 
tears, after the Sultan's declaration of renouncing war and 
keeping his resolve unbroken in this renouncement, indicates

'K
£_
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the Sultan's tender hearted attitude towards his father's life 
as well as life in general. But the novelist does not look on 
this tenderness with appreciation, because he hints at the 
psychological turmoil of Tipu behind this tenderness, 
evoking a reader's pity but not admiration. First of all ,the

f " -------------------------------------------- '

Sultan's submission to his father's "tears" denotes the fact 
that it is pot a voluntary submission, and any involuntary 
action exacts some force~mTsdmeone's mind and heart. A 
forced mind or heart is a tortured one. Secondly, the tension 
in the Sultan between keeping up life and taking away life 
is hidden behind the Sultan's tender attitude. Therefore, by 
denoting the hidden presence of the turmoil behind the 
worthiness of the Sultan as a son, Gidwani, the novelist, 
draws the readers' attention towards the worthiness that kills

. r———
someone's ideals. In other words, the novelist, unlike the

— --------- —" ------- -------------- ■'

historian, does not look on the Sultan's sympathetic attitude 
towards his father in wonder or with appreciation. In 

contrast to this the historian Bhattacharjee's approach is 
discussed below.

There is a reference to Tipu's succession in the history 
and in the novel. In the history under discussion the mention 

of time, "December, 1782", and the place, i.e., "on the banks 

of Coleroon" where Tipu defeated Colonal Braithwrite in "the 

Second Anglo-Mysore War" (p. 136) indicates a spatial and 
temporal approach. Moreover, in the historian's opinion 
there is a sense of success in the matter of Tipu's succession 
to the throne, because he says that the war concluded 
successfully in 1784(p.l36) even after Haider's death in 1783
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(p.137). In other words, before and after this death Tipu's 
success is highlighted without any hint at the loss and despair 
due to Haider's death. The novelist appears to fill in the 
blank by touching upon Tipu's loneliness that comes up due 
to the loss of Haider's life and the consequent traumas. 
Gidwani tries to reveal this loss in the following lines:

He loved his father, who was more than his 

father.He was also his companion, his mentor, his 

King and his commander-in-Chief; side by side, 

they had fought and marched; together they had 

shared their glory and victory- and sometimes 

frustration; each was the delight and pride of the 

other-and each protected the other (p.105).

Gidwani through this many layered relationship between 
the son and the father indicates the intensity of the loss due 
to the passing away of the father to him Tipu is not only a 
worthy son, but a worthy companion and a worthy soldier. 
This intensity of the loss is also indictedThrouglTanother 

aspect of the relationship. Previously it has been seen how 

the "paternal will" plays an important role in a plausible 
solution to Tipu's dilemma between spiritual duty and filial 

duty. Now the absence of this force, i.e., paternal will, 
deepens his dilemma during the succession. The dilemma 
before Tipu is whether to go for the reign of Mysore or not. 
While the personal desire , i.e., service to God, pulls him 
from the public service, i.e., rule over Mysore, the absence of 
any paternal will compels him to fall back on his own mind.
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This shows that in Gidwani's novel the dilemmatic, 
conflicting situations during the succession to the throne 

stretch the history from a temporal and spatial level into the 
mental level, implying the absence of any sense of triumph . 
Gidwani portrays the Sultan at this psychological level as 
follows:

Far beyond the grief that gripped Tipu, far beyond 

the anguish that tore him and far beyond the 

loneliness that surrounded him,was his 

bewilderment, at the question to which he must 

find an answer . . . 'Where am I going and for 

what!' he asked himself (p.105).

Tipu is haunted by the question as to the destination and
purpose of his path of life. This is a kind of psychological

-------------- -----------------------
block that Tipu faces in shape of the mental hurdles like 
"grief", "anguish", "loneliness", and "bewilderment" in his 

way to the throne. These hurdles work in him like dissuading 
forces pulling him away from accepting kingship. These 
are in contrast with the physical hurdles like the "Raja of 
Mysore" "the English", or "the East India Company", all of 
whom are also the impediments to him . It means that the 
interior life pointing to the personal aspects in the novel 

stands in contrast with the public life expressed through 
the external aspects like the War, the Raja of Mysore, etc. 

For instance,when Tipu listens to Purnaiyya, one of his 
trusted commanders, advising him on the duty of a Sultan, 
Tipu is in doubt regarding a Sultan's responsibility towards



God , towards his wife and children. To illustrate this a 
few lines from the novel are cited below :

(Purnaiyya says) A commander does not desert 

in the midst of a battle. A king does not forsake 

his duty in pursuit of his dreams . . . did you not 

make a covenant with your people ?
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And what about my covenant to God, to my wife, 

to my children? ' Tipu enquired (pp. 156-159).

Thus, through the sense of personal loss, dilemmas, the 
clash between personal desire and public duty, Gidwani 

presents the microhistory of the Sultan along with the 
macrohistory pertaining to the public life involving the 

succession to the throne , the war, etc. Even when the Sultan 

accepts the throne, which is a macrohistorical event, the 
novelist expresses the microhistorical aspect, reflecting the 
king's private feelings. While agreeing to succeed his father 
Tipu says :

Today, I wear the crown and nail myself to the 

eross(p.l69).

Through such an an intermingling of microhistory and 

macrohistory Gidwani poses a problem before the readers 
as to the authenticity of the private feelings presented along 
with public affairs . What Bhattacharjee does in his history 
is the presentation of a historical story which is a
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macrohistorical one leaving aside the inner and private 
feelings in characterization. But Gidwani besides presenting 
the dates and events evokes some feelings in the readers for 
the Sultan seen from a psychological perspective. The 
Sultan's nobility, filial piety could be the aspects that evoke 
admiration, and his psychological traumas evoke a sense of 
pity in the readers for the Sultan. Through familiarizing the 
readers with Tipu's tortured inner life Gidwani takes away 
the sense of glamour and wonder attached to Tipu's life by 
the historian, Bhattacherjee.

Such a deglamourizing process is also shown by the 
novelist through other ways such as Tipu's loneliness, the 
loss of his company with his wife and children, from whom 
he is most often distanced due to the reign of Mysore and 
constant warfare. Moreover, the death of his wife, his 
parting with his sons on ransom demanded from the English 
(pp. 286-287), the death of his favourite horse and his wife's

r— - . —

brother ,all these sad events aggravate his loneliness. 
Gidwani hints at the cause of such loneliness in the following 

lines :

Though always kind, thoughtful and accessible to 

others' needs, he did not make friends very easily. 

He was what his childhood made him - grave, 

meditative and reserved, (p. 292).

That the loneliness of Tipu is not taken by Gidwani in a 

negative way is clear from the word "accessible", Besides
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his childhood education what makes him more lonely is the 
heinous treachery he discovers in his administration, for 
which he feels alienated from his well-wishers. Through 
treacherous Mir Sadik's misinformation that the soldiers have 
deserted Tipu, though they have been ordered by Sadik to 
leave their posts (p. 305), Tipu loses contact with his good 
ministers. It is due to such a play of treachery Tipu, the 
"Tiger of Mysore" is forced to make peace with the "Jackals" 
(p. 274), i.e., the East India Company, the Nizam and the 
Marathaas. The loneliness, the compelling situation of 
making the Sultan to bend his knees before the aggressors 
do not evoke any romantic feelings of awe and wonder

■C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------—---------- ------------ --------- —-------------- ------------

attached to the king's personality . In the history book it is 
seen that Tipu is portrayed not as a lonely or depressed king, 
but as a towering king who is found everywhere in the 
battlefield commanding the corps of cavalry (p. 136), 

retaliating, waging war (p. 138),and even when his father's 
heavy burden falls on his shoulders (p. 137) he is not lonely,

but he carries on thejyax^as bravely as his father.
r

Both Bhattacharjee and Gidwani discuss Tipu's sense 
of nationalism. The historian makes a reference to the books 
and other historians' opinions, and what the novelist does is
an analysis of arguments in Tipu's mind avoiding any

------- ------- ------------------- ------
authorial intrusion. The historian implies that whatever 
remarks he makes regarding the Sultan's sense of nationalism 

is a conclusion arrived at through others' opinions, counter
opinions and balanced opinions. The novelist maintains 
his objectivity by indicating the fact that whatever he says
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as to Tipu's nationalism is a consequence of the internal 
arguments going on in Tipu's mind, but not an
the novelist's opinion. To illustrate this point,first of all, 
Bhattacharjee is quted as follows :

He (Tipu) became a member of the Jacob in Club 

and he would take pride to call himself "Citizen 

Tipu". It is for this reason that Tipu is sometimes 

called the first Indian nationalist and martyr for 

Independence (p.137).

Then Bhattacharjee quotes Mohibul Hasan, another 
historian, to counter his own opinion :

But this is a wrong view arrived at by projecting 

the present into the past. In the age in which Tipu 

lived there was no sense of nationalism or an 

awareness among Indians that they were a subject 

people, (p.138).

And finally the historian quotes another historian 

namely Hiren Mukherjee to present a balanced view :

Tipu Sultan who had sought an anti-British 

alliance with Napolean-I, corresponded with the 

Ottomans and with the Amir of Afganistan, set up 

friendly relations with the Imam of Muscat, and of 

course pursued at home a wise policy of tolerance 

for all religions - by no means qualifying thus to
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be a 'nationalist' example but, in the limited ways 

possible in his time, a fine forerunner in our fight 

for freedom (p. 138).

Through an external debate of opinions Bhattaeharjee 
makes the issue of nationalism a contentious one. Despite 
the historian's maintenance of objectivity through such a 
presentation of opinions, he seems to support the word, 
"forerunner" in the freedom struggle of India, and it does 
not contradict the spirit of nationalism but confirms the spirit. 

The historian's support of Hiren Mukherjee's word is 
indicated through his assertion that Mukherjee's opinion is j 
a balanced one. To put it otherwise, such a support implies 
that what Bhattaeharjee says about Tipu's nationalism is 
confirmed by Bhattaeharjee himself by supporting the 

positive remark, forerunner, by Hiren Mukherjee. But by 
avoiding Mohibal Hasan's negative remarks, Bhattaeharjee 
does not make Tipu's nationalism a contentious matter. In 
other words, by supporting his own words, Bhattaeharjee 
seems to be subjective. Such subjectivity contradicts the u 

supposed objectivity of history, although Bhattaeharjee uses 

the passive form "is sometimes called" to indicate neutrality. 
The novelist, on the other hand, maintains neutrality through 
the debate of opinions at an internal level stretching the issue 
of nationalism from a scholastic and external level to the 
internal level of cogitation. Though unverifiable this internal 
debate is, Gidwani maintains objectivity through a kind of 

clinical detachment having avoided Bhattacherjee's implicit
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partisanship seen through the support of the word 
"forerunner".

In the novel ,it is seen how Tipu's spiritual mentor, 
Goverdhan Pandit exhorts Tipu not to shun the public duty, 
thereby helping the king reach a decision. But the 
exhortation cannot eliminate Tipu's debate in the mind. He 
feels that India has "an ancient culture and colourful history" 
to which he traces his "moorings" (p. 109); and yet she has 
been conquered from within, through her disunity (p.lll). 
He realises this "shameful fact" ,described through the 
following lines :

The British were not conquering India with 

their sword, but that Indians themselves were 

conquering their country with their own swords, 

and handing it over to the British (Gidwani,p.ll2).

This is a matter of bitter reality that the king realises 
through the debate in his mind. Then he also weighs 
Goverdhan Pandit's advice regarding life as "a mandate for 
action", but not "renunciation". All these generate a sense 

of nationalism in Tipu which is reflected in his decision 

quoted below:

I must fight because this is my country, my native 

soil and to this I am honour-bound, duty-bound 

to defend and protest (p.165) . . . Such death (on 

duty) cannot be in vain. Someone, somewhere,
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sometime will pick up the fallen torch . . .( Ib. p.

166).

Thus Gidwani making the Sultan speak his own mind keeps 
himself away from any authorial intrusion into the Sultan's 
decision, and thus maintains his neutrality.

With the sense of nationalism rising in him Tipu goes 
for the administration of Mysore. This leads to another point 
of discussion in the chapter, i.e., the realistic portrayal of 
Tipu . First of all ,let me begin with the historian,who 
maintains the view that Tipu as an administrator is a 
successful ruler, a "soldier of fortune". The lines quoted 

below from the history shows this success story:

He was a successful ruler and a capable 

administrator (p. 137) . . . But Tipu Sultan was a 

very successful administrator so much so that the ^ 

revenue of his dominion was two crore thirty 

seven lakh rupees which was a 

record in the history (Bhatt. p. 138).

Bhattacharjee makes this remark as an assertion, because he 

refutes another historian, Mark Wilks's opinion regarding 
Tipu as an administrator. Wilks's words are cited below :

The decision of history will not be far removed 

from the observation almost proverbial in Mysore 

that Haider was born to create an empire, Tipu to
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lose one. Haider was an improving monarch 

and exhibited few innovations. Tipu was an 

innovating monarch and made no improvements 

( Ibid, p.138).

Bhattacharjee refutes Wilks's remarks by showing the 
proof of Tipu's success in the record breaking revenue. The 
novelist, on the other hand, shows the dark sides of this 
administration by showing Tipu's failure to satisfy or tackle 
his disgruntled generals, who do not approve of his 
democratic principles reflected in his decrees, because these 
decrees thwart their privileges. In the novel 'the entire 
Chapter No. 45 under the title, "Four Years of Another Man" 
deals with Tipu's decrees quoted with historical data by the 
novelist. There is no mention of these decrees in the history.
As a result, the novel seems to be a supplement to the history, 
and again through the decrees the novelist is able to portray 

Tipu's character realistically by showing both the weakness 
and the strength of the character in contrast with the one
sided portrayal in the history book.

The decrees show the Sultan's democratic mentality, his 

concern for both human and animal rights. These express 

his nobility, the success in realising his personal ambition to /\^ 
serve God. But the democratic principlesfexpressed through 

the decrees meant for "the good of his people" cannot satisfy 
his commanders' "temptation to trample on the masses".
This antagonizes the king to most of his commanders to 
whom the king appears a "Kill-joy", and his service a
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"triviality". The novelist discusses the success and the failure 
in the following quotes through a historical character, Richard 
Wellesley, who succeeded Cornwallis as Governor-General 
of India :

He has the strength of his people behind him; yes 

he is a man of the people. But look at his 

weakness, too. The nobility, the aristocracy ... will 

never forgive him. They who were lords and 

masters of the people are now there to administer 

to the wants, wishes and welfare of the people. In 

economic terms, it is possible to gain some 

advantages through such a system but when a crisis 

comes or war threatens what happens? Who is to 

lead the people ? A man of privilege will forgive 

everything except the loss of his privilege (pp. 303- 

304).

Gidwani through Wellesley hints at the polarization in 
Tipu's administration. The king's strength and weakness, 
the people's support and the generals' dissatisfaction, 

economic gain and loss of martial support due to the 

generals' defection in time of war. Even through the Sultan 
himself the weakness is pointed out :

Tf you love me, should you not put up with my 

weakness sometimes ?' asked Tipu Sultan. The 

question was addressed to Mir Sadik who has 

bitterly complained about Tipu's practice of
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pardoning those who had been guilty of treason 

or conspiracy against the Kingdom of Mysore (p.

218).

Tipu's nobility in forgiving the traitors is not liked by 
others. At the same time his strictness is justified in 
disallowing the generals for the

Pillage or plunder of the towns that 

fell to his army (p.145),

because the generals' behaviour, inhuman longings go 
against his democratic principles. That is why the novelist 
does not consider Tipu's inability to satisfy the generals to 
be a sign of weakness. The privileges of the generals in the 
novelist's words are :

i

Delighted yells of soldiery, their joyous 

anticipation over the women to pick, the treasures 

to plunder, their happy abandon after the conquest

•■•(P-221).

Therefore, Wellesley's remark about the king's 
"weakness" is not taken for granted by the novelist, but he 

agrees with Wellesley regarding the defection, because in 
the novel he weaves a tale of treachery and conspiracy, and 
shows the disgruntled commanders turning seditious and 
assisting the English. Even Wellesley appoints "a 
commission of five officers" with a view to "winning Tipu's
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commanders to the English" (p. 304). This leads to another 
point ,i.e., the story of conspiracy and treachery. No doubt 
this indicates Tipu's failure, because he fails to detect these 
adverse aspects, which are a kind of sickness, i.e., disunity, 
among his own people. Nevertheless, the story of conspiracy 
besides indicating the failure has something more to show 
regarding the approaches to characterization discussed 
below .

Both the novelist and the historian deal with 

conspiracy. What the historian has to say regarding this is 
as follows:

The English were promised military help by both 

the Marathaas and the Nizam on the condition that

they would have equal shares out of the 

destruction of Mysore (p. 140).

The conspiracy is analysed by Bhattacharjee from a 
rational point of view, because behind the conspiracy he finds 
the operation of a bargain of "military help" and "equal 
shares" between the English on the one hand, and the 
Marathaas and the Nizam on the other . Such an external 
analysis of treachery does not throw light on the grievous

nature of the conspiracy that makes a deep dent in the Sultan's
mind. Gidwani, the novelist makes EIs~stdry an emotional 
story, but not a logical one. First of all, he shows the internal 
plotting, i.e., the plotting within the administration of Mysore 
by the disgruntled commanders whom Tipu trusted the
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most. This plotting pains him greatly, because the wounds 
are from his trusted commanders and he finds no means of 
any visible war like Anglo-Mysore Wars ,which could have 
been won or lost depending on physical prowess. But to 
fight against the conspiracy he has to wage a nameless war, 
a "strange War". It is strange because it is to be fought 
without any weapon. Moreover, the conspiracy hurts the 
Sultan because he feels that he is defeated by his own people, 
and the English have humiliated him by getting victorious 
without winning a battle and thus causing the "unnatural" 
death of Mysore (Gidwani, pp. 333-335). The war is thus a 
strange one between the SultarTsjiimdLjon'the one hand, and 
the invisible forces like treachery and conspiracy on the 
other. The impact of the strangeness of the war distinguishes 

Gidwani's story from Bhattacharjee's . For this the last 
struggle of the Sultan is quoted. In this regard the historian 
remarks as follows:

Three armies from different directions . . . 

strangulated Mysore. In two pitched battles Tipu 

was defeated and took shelter within the walls of 

Seringapatam (Gidwani ,p.l40).

The "strangulation" is by the "armies", and around 
"Mysore". Then there is the fort of "Seringapatam" where 
Tipu takes shelter. All the external things cited within quotes 
do not show the impact orythejjultan's mind and thereby 
indicating no sign of Gidwani's reference to the strange war 
which is more of nerves than of weapons. It is because the
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historian talks about the movement of the armies, taking 
shelter in a fort, whereas the novelist talks about the
disturbing changes in the mind like shocks and feeling hurt |__ ___
resulting from the treachery. From these attacks on the mind 
one caiTn^tJhide and take shelter in a physical place like a ^ 

fort .The war is of nerves also because the fight in the fort 
can be fought with weapons and physical prowess, but the
fight in the arena of conspiracy, specially the conspiracy by [_.
one's own peopledsa matteiToFe)cercising forbearance with 

these so-called own people; and it is also a matter of struggle 
to recover the pains, for which strength of nerves but not 
weapons is necessasry.Furthermore, Gidwani the novelist 
talks about the same strangulation , when he presents the 
Sultan trapped in the fort. During this time Tipu orders Mir 
Nadim, a soldier, to open the water gate, the way for escape 
and for the Mysore soldiers to come in.But Nadim replies:

I have to answer to my master,Mir Sadik 

(Ibid. ,p.366).

Mir Sadik, one of the Sultan's most trusted commanders, 
is in charge of Mysore's intelligence system, and therefore 
Mir Nadim's reference to him gives Tipu a "shock of 
recognition", the impact of which is presented below:

Above the din and tumult, Tipu heard and 

understood Mir Nadim's answer. His hand went 

to his heart. On his face was suffering which no 

one had seen before (Ibid. p. 366).
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t.

The hand going to the heart indicates the choke, the pain 
around the heart. It is the shock but not any "soldier" from 
any " direction" that strangulates the Sultan's heart. The 
shocking discovery of treachery, but not any "pitched 
battles", that seems to have defeated him. In the "strange^ 
war" he is a loser. He loses, because he cannot overcome 
the shock, and because he cannot destrov treachers L

Through the story of conspiracy both the novelist and 
the historian have shown the end of Tipu Sultan and Mysore. 
Moreover, both of them speak about the valourous manner 
of the death. According to the historian:

Tipu jmighyto^he^last drop of his blood for the 

freedom of Mysore and dies a hero's death 

(Bhattacharjee,p. 140).

To the novelist the Sultan's valourous martyrdom is like 
this :

The last defender of Mysore was dead. 'He fought 

like a tiger', said one of the soldiers removing his 

sword-belt. He was the tiger (Gidwani, p. 392).

Despite such a similar approach Gidwani cannot be 
considered to have viewed Tipu Sultan's history from Tipu's 
l^eromm^oint^ofjyin\^ This is so because the conspiracy in 
his novel not only talks about the death but also about the 
irony to which Tipu falls a prey : the very sickness, i.e.,
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and his state ; and the very person, Mir Sadik, whom Tipu 
has been taking for as his intelligence officer, outwits him. 
This irony, as a result, does not make Tipu's personality 
enviable, but pitiable, because though a Sultan, Tipu like a 
common man has been victimized by the irony. By means
of such victirnizationthe novelist seems to have a critical 
approach to Tipu's history. For the destruction of Tipu and 
Mysore ,Gidwani blames the historical characters such as 
Mir Sadik, Haider Ali and Richard Wellesley : Tipu's life is 
jeopardized by Sadik and Wellesley through their scheming, 

and it is tortured due to Haider Ali's the imposition of the 
paternal will.

Thus it can be argued that in the history book the 
Sultan's life is a story of heroism, whereas in the novel it is 

the story of a heroicjdng victimized by history . Gidwani's 
critical approach is different from the traditional one that 
judges Tipu either through the imperialists' or the 
orientalists' viewpoints. To the imperialists Tipu is either a 
"mad barbarian" or a "religious fanatic" ,and to the 

orientalists a "successful" ruler with religious tolerance 
(Bhattacharjee, p. 138). Gidwani is neither praising, like 
the orientalists ,nor dispraising like the imperialists, but he 

is eritiqueing Tipu Sultan. Such a difference liberates Tipu's 
life from the traditional approach found in the history.

Gidwani uses other techniques ,besides irony ,in his 
approach to characterization. For example, he uses the
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literary technique of remembering the past. This technique 
is known as memory digression. Through this a character

r

is made to talk about himself. In the historian's historical 
story, either the historian or the quoted historians talk about 
the historical character. The adoption of the technique of 
memory digression in the novel gives the novelist an 
opportunity to maintain a break in the run-on narration, 
thereby adding variety to the story-telling process; and the 
variety in turn takes away monotony from the narration. 
In addition, it helps the narrator to maintain neutrality ,and 
also to know about the personal side of characters ,when they 
are found talking their private selves out during the 
ruminations over the past. All these merits are not there in 
the history. Out of many instances only three are taken to 

show the novelist's approach. The first instance is about the 
Sultan's teacher :

L

Tipu Sultan remained in the realm of his day

dreams, with pictures of the past flashing before 

his mind's eye. He remembered his sense of 

wretchedness when he had to part with his 

religious teachers (Gidwani,p.l38).

The second instance is about Tipu's reflection on the 
gory nature of battles:

Plainly, vividly and with horror,the images of the 

battle rose before him-crazed horses rampaging 

back and forth, the agonizing cry of the wounded
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soldiers; stabbing, hacking, burning, pillaging, 

then death and silence - a silence far more shrill 

than the most piercing scream. He felt in his own 

person the sufferings he had witnessed on the filed 

of the battle (Ibid. ,p. 152).

The third incident is about his wife, Ruquayya Banu:

While Tipu sat in the tent which Purnaiyya had 

left him, his wandering thoughts continued to 

caress every event in his past. His mind went 

back to the incident of fifteen years ago. It was 

1767, seventeen years after he had met Ruquayya 

Banu (lb. ,p.l26).

The feeling of wretchedness due to separation, the 
feeling of horror due to the sufferings in the battlefield, and 
the feeling of romance, all these delicate matters are revealed 
in the memory digressions cited above. All these show his 
love for the teacher, for human life, for his wife. In other 

words Tipu is shown as a disciple, as a humanitarian, as a 
husband. This is multiple identity ,which can be contrasted 
with the singular identity of the historical character ,only as 
a king, in Bhattacharjee's history.

Further it is interesting to see how both the novelist 
and the historian identify the Sultan with the image of a 
tiger, and yet they differ in their approaches. There is a 
sense of ferociousness, aggressiveness associated with the 
Sultan when the historian uses the phrase, "Tiger of Mysore".
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that follow the phrase in the history (p. 136) corroborate the 
sense of physical prowess. The use of the word, tiger, by the 
novelist is coupled with the delicate feelings like love and 
romance. The chapter captioned as "Tiger, Tiger!" in the 
novel contains the episode of how Tipu and his brother, 
rescued from the traitors ,are kept hidden in a lonely boat 
throughout the night, and how Ruquayya Banu, the daughter 
of Haider's confidante, takes food to the boat risking her 
father's anger and chooses a tiger mask for Tipu's safe return 
evading the traitors' notice. In the episode Ruquayya is 
shown to admire Tipu in the mask, and Tipu's feeling of love 
for her is also shown. Through the display of love relationship 

and admiration associated with the word, tiger, the novelist 
brings in a delicate touch in the portrayal of Tipu , and 
thereby distinguishing his approach from the historian's.

Similarly, like the novelist speaking about a character 
through other characters Bhattacharjee writes about the 
Sultan through other historians. This helps both the historian 
and the novelist to maintain objectivity. But what the latter 

gains from this technique is something distinct, and it is the 
way to exteriorize the historical character's inner feelings, 

the nagging problems in the character's mind. That is, 
conflicting forces in the Sultan's inner being are shown by 
the novelist through the characters like Purnaiyya, Mir Sadik 
and Lakshman. For instance, on one occasion many people 
of Mysore hounded by the English soldiers come into the 
sheltering fort of Seringapatam. The question of allowing
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them into the fort is raised by Mir Sadik, because to him this 
will risk the English aggressors7 anger and invite their attack 

on the fort /where the Sultan himself resides, but Purnaiyya 
is confident of the king's strange spiritual force in 
transforming people's misery ,and instilling confidence in 
the people . On the other hand, Mir Sadik questions the utility 
of such influence at a time when Seringapatam is under siege 
(pp. 327-331). In this way the novelist concretizes the two 
opposing forces, optimistic and pessimistic, in Tipu's mind. 
On another occasion, the feeling of uncertainty of war in the 
Sultan's mind is externalised through the dialogue between 
Purnaiyya and Lakshman. Lakshman asks Purnaiyya :

Only one question- Can Sultan win this war ?

Purnaiyya replies :

You ask- can Sultan win this war ? Whose war is 

this ? I ask you. Is it Sultan's war alone? Or is it 

yours and mine and of every one of this nation 

(Gidwani,p. 248) ?

Lakshman's question about winning the war is not 
answered. Purnaiyya rather counter questions him about 

one's responsibility towards the war. The absence of any 
answer leads to suspense or a guess, and this in turn leads 
to uncertainty of winning the war by the Sultan . This is 
further heightened when one considers Purnaiyya's 
proximity to the Sultan, because in such a relationship one 
could expect an answer from Purnaiyya. The counter

questioning, moreover, through the short sentences shows
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Purnaiyya's emotion charged with a kind of anger and 
frustration. In other words, the novelist expresses the 
frustration and sense of uncertainty of the Sultan through 
the dialogues involving the people close to him.

Thus through a deglamourizing process by showing 
Tipu's divided mind, his loneliness, victimization due. to 
treachery, Gidwani seems to liberate Bhattacharjee's Tipu 
from a sense of wonder and heroism without neglecting the 
Sultan's wonderfully heroic side . By portraying both the 

sides of Tipu's life Gidwani adds a touch of realism to Tipu's 
history. On the contrary the Sultan's history only as a success 
story ,in the historian's hands, is biased and hence 
unrealistic.Moreover, through the refere^ceT^lncT anatysis 

of the decrees issued by Tipu, the novelist seems to 
supplement Bhattacharjee's history. Also, it is through these 
decrees, the novelist enters into Tipu's inner personality, 
which is only in the form of statements in the historian's 

historical story. Above all, what Gidwani has tried to do in 

his novel is his endeavour to liberate Tipu from the pages of 
history, but not from historicity, to bring him to the living 

pages of human life, without losing the realistic side. What 
Bhattacharjee does is that he binds the character to historicity 

t but loses authenticity due to his lopsided characterization. 

As a result, the final impression indicates that the novelist 
seems to have written the story like a historian, and the 
historian like a romantic novelist.
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